Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The global pandemic of COVID-19 has prompted several studies of epidemic models from a dynamic systems point of view. Pandemics can be studied using simple mean-field models or compartmental models, where the entire population is divided into susceptible (S), exposed (E), infectious (I), quarantined (Q), and recovered (R) groups. More groups like hospitalized (H), vaccinated (V), etc., can be added, or groups can be removed, depending on modeling goals. These models are primarily developed based on the original SIR model due to Kermack and McKendrick \[[@CR1]\]. Many models include other complexities like prior immunity, temporary immunity transferred at birth, vaccination history, a carrier population that never recovers \[[@CR2]\], reinfection due to loss of immunity after recovery \[[@CR3]\], exposed but asymptomatic populations \[[@CR4]\], a quarantined population \[[@CR5]\], and the influence of vital dynamics  \[[@CR6]\].

The fidelity of such models can be improved by developing structured network models \[[@CR7]--[@CR12]\], where each node in the network is a compartmental model with different parameters. In other words, the entire population is divided into *N* subgroups or structures. Each such subgroup or structure can have its own S, E, I, Q, and R subpopulations. These subgroups or structures can be based on age, lifestyle, demography, geography, or other aspects. The network topology \[[@CR12]\] can be uniform, time-varying, or random. Recently, for example, the initial spread of COVID-19 in India was explored using an age-structured SIR network model with simulated social lockdown conditions \[[@CR13]\].

In contrast to such network models, an alternative high-dimensional approach uses reaction--diffusion \[[@CR14]--[@CR17]\] type partial differential equations (PDEs) to capture the spatial and temporal evolution of an epidemic. Such models with spatial dimensions allow solutions with concentrated pockets of infection which emerge and spread. Sometimes, PDEs with a single spatial variable are converted into integro-differential equations \[[@CR15], [@CR18]\].

Time delays \[[@CR19]\] are often present in the progression of diseases due to latency and incubation times. Several researchers have studied the spread of infections like Zika, HIV, Hepatitis, and Influenza using delay differential equations \[[@CR20]--[@CR25]\]. Recently, an SEIQR \[[@CR20]\] model with time delays was proposed to study the progression of a generic epidemic. In recent work of our own \[[@CR26]\], we have studied the time delayed SEIQR model of \[[@CR20]\] after neglecting loss of immunity over time, which is appropriate for a fast pandemic.

In the lumped approach of \[[@CR20], [@CR26]\], the infectivity or transmission rate of the disease is modeled using a single positive parameter$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \beta ={\tilde{\beta }} m. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\tilde{\beta }}$$\end{document}$ is a characteristic of the pathogen; and *m*, the density of contacts, is a characteristic of the behavior of individuals.

In this paper, we address the situation where the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ is a distributed quantity over the entire population. After all, some people have greater exposure to infection than the population average (e.g., police personnel, people providing other essential services, hospital staff, as well as people less willing to cooperate with government-recommended social distancing measures). Others have less exposure than average (e.g., older people, people who cooperate more with recommended social distancing measures). Some have strong immune systems, and others have weak immune systems, which might be reflected in differing values of the underlying parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\tilde{\beta }}}$$\end{document}$ in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). All these people interact to various degrees in modern society, where travel and mixing are common. The details of this variation, if incorporated, will yield a richer model that can hopefully make more realistic predictions. We clarify that we do not stratify the population by age, occupation, health status, or social behavior. In our model, all these factors contribute to a final effective $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ for each person. We stratify the population according to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ alone, because that is what affects the dynamics of infection.

We ask the following question: for a general distribution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ in the population, and for a reasonable model for how different sections with different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$'s interact during the pandemic, how does the continuum solution evolve from infinitesimal initial infection all the way to final saturation?

In the rest of this paper, we show the following. Under a simple *separable* interaction model for different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$'s, and upon neglecting loss of immunity for those who have recovered from the disease, the continuum model reduces to two nonlinear integrodifferential equations with delays, with the continuously variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ appearing as a parameter. However, due to a remarkable dimensional collapse, the dynamics is exactly described by a single scalar nonlinear delay differential equation without integrals, where the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ appears *only* through the first derivative of its moment generating function. If some required moments of the distribution are finite, then a local expansion can be easily computed for small levels of overall infection, and the correspondence with the lumped model of \[[@CR20], [@CR26]\] is transparent and close. If the moments are unbounded, alternative, slightly more complex, single DDE approximations can still be developed, at least in principle. In this way, both the justification for the lumped model, as well as corrections needed for variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$, are exactly demonstrated. From a practical viewpoint, our results clarify the role of, e.g., higher versus lower variability of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ in the population in the spread, saturation, and containment of the disease. From an academic viewpoint, our work presents a new and satisfying example of extreme model order reduction. We mention that a preprint of this article has been uploaded at \[[@CR27]\] (<https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.12405>).

Network model {#Sec2}
=============

In \[[@CR20], [@CR26]\], a single fixed parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ is used to model the whole population. Our presentation begins with a brief statement of this model. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the schematic of the single-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ SEIQR model and is adapted from \[[@CR20]\]. The governing equations, included for completeness, are:Fig. 1The SEIQR compartmental model with delays
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\dot{S}}(t)= & {} -\beta S(t)I(t)+\alpha R(t) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\dot{I}}(t)= & {} \beta S(t-\sigma )I(t-\sigma )-\gamma I(t)\nonumber \\&-\beta pe^{-\gamma \tau }S(t-\sigma -\tau )I(t-\sigma -\tau )\end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\dot{R}}(t)= & {} -\alpha R(t)+\gamma I(t)\nonumber \\&+ \beta pe^{-\gamma \tau } S(t-\sigma -\tau -\kappa )I(t-\sigma -\tau -\kappa )\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Here, *S*(*t*) represents healthy individuals. The infection rate constant is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$. Asymptomatic and infected individuals *E*(*t*) remain non-infectious for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ units of time. Later, they become infectious and are represented by *I*(*t*), but show no symptoms for another $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ units of time. When symptoms appear, these infected people are isolated or quarantined with probability *p* for a time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\kappa $$\end{document}$, and are represented by *Q*(*t*). A few asymptomatic but infectious individuals may recover on their own, at a rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$. The cured population *R*(*t*) after quarantine may lose immunity at a small rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha = 0$$\end{document}$ over the time scale of a fast-spreading pandemic, like COVID-19.Fig. 2A schematic representation of *N* interacting population groups with different infection spread rates among each group. Every connection between two groups is bidirectional and symmetric, and every group is connected to all other groups (a dense network)

In Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), the right hand side has two terms: the rate of change of the susceptible population *S*(*t*) depends on an infection rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta S(t) I(t)$$\end{document}$ and a rate of reintroduction of susceptible people through loss of immunity modeled using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha R(t)$$\end{document}$. When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ varies within the population, we use a network model. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the idea. Here, the total population is partitioned into *N* sub groups $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P_N$$\end{document}$; and each group is modeled with different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta _N$$\end{document}$. The primary consequence is that in the network's equivalent of Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} for group *k*, the *I*(*t*) must be replaced by something that represents interaction effects from all groups. We will model this using a quantity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varLambda (t)$$\end{document}$ that applies to the entire network, as explained below.

The main idea is simple. A susceptible person in group *k*, for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1 \le k \le N$$\end{document}$, can get infected through interaction with a person in any group *r*, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1 \le r \le N$$\end{document}$. Thus, the total infection rate of the single-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta S(t) I(t)$$\end{document}$, is to be replaced by the sum of contributions from *all* groups. The contribution from one single group *r* is taken to be$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F(\beta _k,\beta _r) S_k(t) I_r(t), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$for some suitable interaction coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(\beta _k,\beta _r)$$\end{document}$ that has to be specified as part of the mathematical model. The function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(\beta _k,\beta _r)$$\end{document}$ is understood to be symmetric \[[@CR28]\], i.e.,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F(x,y) = F(y,x). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$It must monotonically increase with respect to each of its arguments, i.e.,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{\partial F(x,y)}{\partial x}> 0, \quad \frac{\partial F(x,y)}{\partial y} > 0. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Clearly, we require$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F(x,0)=0 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$regardless of *x*, because a person who meets nobody at all will not get infected. Further, it seems reasonable to assume that if a person who mixes very little meets another person who mixes very little, then the probability of infection spreading is much lower than if the second person mixes widely. Mathematically, we assume that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\text{ if }\, 0 < \beta _k \ll \beta _r, \, \text{ then } \, F(\beta _k, \beta _k) \ll F(\beta _k, \beta _r) \nonumber \\&\quad \ll F(\beta _r, \beta _r). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$All the above conditions are met by the *separable* choice$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F(\beta _k,\beta _r) = \sqrt{\beta _k} \sqrt{\beta _r}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ There could be other formulas for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(\beta _k,\beta _r)$$\end{document}$ satisfying the conditions mentioned above, but the separable nature of Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) makes it simple as well as appealing.

Finally, in the special case where the entire population moderates its behavior to produce a single effective $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$, the net effect should ideally reduce to Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), and this is something that will turn out to be true for Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}).
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \varLambda (t)=\sum _{r=1}^{N}\sqrt{\beta _{r}}I_{r}(t), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and the dynamics of the network is governed by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Other simulations with different *a* and *b* in the underlying Gamma distribution are shown in subplot pairs Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, d and Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}e, f. The quality of the match remains excellent, as is shown graphically for different intermediate time instants in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c and e, although the net percentage of people infected changes with *a* and *b* (more people are infected if typical $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It remains only to extract the governing equation for the scalar *f*(*t*), and we will do this using a continuum formulation.Fig. 3Simulations with different initial values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Continuum model {#Sec4}
===============
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The fraction of the population that is susceptible is now understood to be$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Introduction of a tiny infected population can, with suitable initial distributions of *S*, make the pandemic grow. A society that has strong social distancing will have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, we close with an example where the required moments in Eq. ([43](#Equ43){ref-type=""}) do not all exist. Let the probability density function of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and conclusions {#Sec5}
==========================

In this paper, we have considered the extension of a compartmental model for an epidemic or pandemic to a network model, structured on the infectivity parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ could be captured using a single function of time. The dynamics in terms of this function, *f*(*t*), turned out to be given by a single first-order nonlinear DDE. We have referred to this dramatic simplification as *complete dimensional collapse*.

We are aware of similar dimensional collapse for the Fokker--Planck equation for a plasma in an ion trap (a parametrically forced system without delays): see \[[@CR30]\] and references therein. However, we are not aware of such collapse being previously noted for any models within mathematical epidemiology.

The DDE governing the new variable *f*(*t*) has strong connections with the lumped-model DDE where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There are interesting social implications that emerge from our model. For example, in the finite-moments case, even if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Future work with such continuum models may incorporate additional features for greater realism, including non-separable interaction terms, behavior modification by the population as the outbreak progresses, new approximate solutions for various special cases including cases with unbounded moments of *u*, and direct comparisons of model predictions with national or international data.
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